
relaxed seating & refined caseworks

BeSPACE



defining the space between me and we

defining the space between me and we
A resourceful environment sets the stage for both
we:space and me:space. Places where we work together
or where we work privately. Creating the space between
classifies be:space. 

BeSPACE provides elements of privacy that create quiet
corners and limit distractions while inviting passive
collaboration. This progressive lounge:work hybrid
accommodates with casual comfort and warmth. 
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BeSPACE

Freestanding Lounge
Benches
Modular Lounge
Tables
Pods
Credenzas
Bookcases

statement of line



Artfully crafted with exposed
edges, seemly upholstery,
and molded ply to revive a
mid-century look. 

organic beauty
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organic beauty

angled back
clear glass tops
molded ply
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Pods and modular components
create spectacular social spaces.

organic beauty
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Purposeful design with refined
elegance provide versatile
solutions for public to private,
formal to informal meeting rooms. 

fluid aesthetic
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bookcase with mid-back
wire pass thru
exposed ply edge



Smaller scale components 
are sized for today’s enclave
environments.

fluid aesthetic
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architectural proportions

Beauty at every angle,
complement modern interiors
with crafted character and
warmth. 
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architectural proportions

BeSPACE

cushion
storage with concealed slides
transition top 



architectural proportions

Mixed materials and flowing wood
make a modern statement in
reception and waiting areas.
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componentry

Modular lounge seating shown in arm
and armless versions with partial, full
or open back options.
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componentry

A multitude of configurations can be
specified for any size space.
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details

Casegoods Integrated pulls and soft
close mechanisms on drawers. Seating
Optional contrasting upholstery.
Technology Surface or face mounted
power and data units, wire pass
through and floor access on enclosed
cabinets. Glass Freestanding tables
with a clear or smoke glass top option.
Metal Soft nickel, stardust silver or
matte black. Veneer Rift cut white oak
and walnut with a clear coat finish.
Door/drawer fronts available in paint. 
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Additional resources can be 
found at jsifurniture.com 
(click here!)

BeSPACE designed by Qdesign.

BeSPACE

http://www.jsifurniture.com/jsi_product_bespace_ls.php

